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Abstract

provement of speech technologies in Iberian languages (languages spoken in the Iberian peninsula), paying special attention on the broadcast domain. 2020 edition continues the line
from previous evaluations, working with audios provided by
Radio Televisión Española (RTVE), the national Spanish TV
corporation. However, in addition to diarization, 2020 edition
now includes the Identity Assignment problem as a complementary goal.
In this work we present the ViVoLAB submission to Albayzı́n 2020 evaluation, specifically to the diarization and identity assignment task. Our system considers the dual problem as
a cascade of tasks. First we perform diarization considering a
Bottom-Up approach where the original audio, once processed
by the front-end, is segmented and then clustered to obtain the
final speaker labels. Regarding the IA task, we manage it as
a speaker verification problem where diarization clusters play
the role of test audios to evaluate against the given enrollment
recordings.
The rest of the document is structured as follows: In Section 2 we describe the ViVoLAB diarization system. The identity assignment block is explained in Section 3. Our experimental results are included in Section 4. Finally, our conclusions
are expressed in Section 5.

The current need to identify the speakers in a certain recording has evolved along time, requesting more and more information. While speaker recognition originally focused on determining whether a speaker talks in a certain audio with a single speaker, later diarization focused on differentiating speakers
along the recording. The latest step is Identity Assignment (IA),
which combines both of them, i.e., deciding whether a certain
speaker is present in a given audio, as well as determining the
periods of time when the speaker is active.
Our work presents and analyzes the ViVoLAB results for
the Albayzı́n 2020 evaluation, focused on diarization and identity assignment. These challenges will be faced in the broadcast
domain, with data coming from national Spanish TV Corporation RTVE. For this purpose we have developed a BottomUp diarization architecture based on the embedding-PLDA
paradigm. On top of the diarization solution we have added
an identity assignment block, based on the speaker verification
approach.
Index Terms: diarization, identity assignment, neural networks.

1. Introduction
The recent increase of raw multimedia data has made capital
the development of automatic techniques capable of labeling
any input audio. Among these techniques diarization is the task
dedicated to identify the time stamps defining when any speaker
talks in a given audio. Diarization goal is the differentiation of
the speakers rather than their real identification. For this purpose we can make use of generic labels.
Diarization has evolved simultaneously to other speech
technologies along time, specially inheriting approaches coming from speaker recognition: From basic technologies [1] to
Joint Factor Analysis (JFA) [2, 3], i-vectors [4] or Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [5]. Furthermore, this development also
allows us to obtain reasonable performances out of telephone
domain, as in broadcast [6] or meetings domains [7].
Nevertheless, these labels become worthier as long as they
become more and more informative. Thus, the generic labels
obtained during diarization could be improved if the true identity of the speaker was inferred too. This task, also known as
Identity Assignment (IA), can be considered a complementary
task working on top of diarization [3]. Although diarization
was a complementary task for IA during its early days, now it
has gained more and more relevance as long as we need higher
and higher quality information from an audio. The joint work
of both blocks helps us determining whether a certain speaker
is present in a given audio as well as determining when he is
contributing.
Albayzı́n 2020 is the most recent edition in the ongoing
series of Albayzı́n technological evaluations, seeking the im-

2. ViVoLAB diarization system
The diarization system works according to the Bottom-Up philosophy, i.e., first identifying segments with a single speaker on
them, later combined according to a clustering block. This clustering block makes use of the embedding-PLDA (Probabilistic
Linear Discriminant Analysis) paradigm.
2.1. Voice Activity Detection
Our approach for voice activity detection (VAD) is based on a
deep learning solution. We use a convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) consisting of 3 2D convolutional blocks
(2D conv. layer with 64 filters of size 3x3, batch normalization
and ReLU activation) followed by 3 Bidirectional Long Short
Time Memory (BiLSTM) layers. Then, the final speech score
is obtained through a linear layer. The neural network works
in terms of streams of feature vectors, 300 to be specific, inferring a VAD label per feature in the input sequence. As input
features, 64 Mel filter banks and the frame energy are extracted
from the raw audio and fed to the neural network. These input
features are normalized in mean and variance prior to any other
calculation within the network.
Adam is chosen as the optimizer for the neural network,
using a learning rate that decays exponentially from 10−3 to
10−4 in the 30 epochs that data is presented to the neural network. Cross entropy is the training objective, as usually done in
classification tasks.
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The CRNN is trained on a combination of different broadcast datasets. Specifically, we include data from the Albayzı́n
2010 dataset [8] (train and eval), Albayzı́n 2018 dataset [9]
(dev2 and eval) and a selection of data from 2015 Multi-Genre
Broadcast (MGB) Challenge [10] (train, dev. longitudinal and
task3 eval). A 10% of all the data is reserved for training validation. Furthermore, audios are augmented with a variety of
noises that can be usually found in broadcast emissions (sitcom
noises, crowd and laughter noises, babble, street music and stadium noises). These noises are added in training time with a
Signal to Noise ratio (SNR) that is sampled from an uniform
distribution in the range (5, 25) dB.
2.2. Speaker Change Point Detection
The Speaker Change Point Detection block works in terms of
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), according to its differential form (∆BIC) [11]. We consider analysis windows of
6 seconds, modelling speakers with full- covariance Gaussian
distributions. This block prioritizes those speech/non-speech
boundaries given by VAD. As input features the system considers 20 MFCC [12] features vectors, over a 25 ms hamming
window every 10 ms. Features are then normalized according
to Cepstral Mean and Variance Normalization [13] to mitigate
channel effects.

#

Component Type

Context

Size

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

TDNN-ReLU-BN
FFN-ReLU-BN
TDNN-ReLU-BN
FFN-ReLU-BN
TDNN-ReLU-BN
FFN-ReLU-BN
TDNN-ReLU-BN
FFN-ReLU-BN
FFN-ReLU-BN
Multi-Head Self-Att. Pool.
FFN-ReLU-BN
FFN-ReLU-BN
Softmax

[t-2:t+2]
t
[t-2,t,t+2]
t
[t-3,t,t+3]
t
[t-4,t,t+4]
t
t
Full Seq.
Full Seq.
Full Seq.
Full Seq.

512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
1536
H*1536*2
512
512
Nspk

Table 1: Architecture for the embedding extractor. Involved elements are Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN), Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), Batch Normalization (BN) and Feed Forward
Network (FFN). Context explains which frames at the input of
the layer are taken into account to build the t-th output frame.
Layers with full sequence (Full Seq.) context work at utterance
level.

Φ in order to obtain the diarization labels ΘDIAR :

2.3. Embedding Extraction

ΘDIAR = arg max P (Θ|Φ) = arg max P (Φ|Θ) P (Θ)

Each one of the obtained segments will be transformed into
a compact representation also known as embedding. For this
purpose we have opted for an evolution of the extended xvector [14] architecture, based on Time Delay Neural Networks (TDNNs). Compared to the original architecture, we
have substituted the mean and standard deviation pooling block
by a multi-head self-attention block [15]. This self-attention
block simultaneously considers H different patterns to learn
from the data themselves, also known as heads. For each pattern j this block weighs the stream of forwarded information
X = {x1 , .., xi , ..xN } by a set of weights αij estimated as
follows:
exp (Wj xi + bj )
αij = P
(1)
i exp (Wj xi + bj )

θ

θ

(2)
The model considers a Fully Bayesian PLDA [20] of dimension 100 to explain P (Φ|Θ), while the priors P (Θ) follow
[21] making use of a modification of the Distance Dependent
Chinese Restaurant (ddCR) process. Additionally, we interpret
P (Φ, Θ) as a tree structure by means of the product rule of
probability. Hence, we opt for an optimization of the model according to a sequential manner making use of the M-algorithm
[22] to find the best possible path along the tree. Moreover,
prior to any clustering evaluation, the PLDA model is adapted
thanks to unsupervised adaptation approaches as described in
[6].

3. Identity Assignment

where Wj refers to the row j of the weight matrix W, and bj
stands for the jth component of the bias vector b. Both weight
matrix and bias are the trainable parameters of an affine transformation of H neurons.
Given the obtained weights αij , the block estimates for
each head j its weighted mean (µj ) and weighted standard deviation (σj ). The output of the block consists of the concatenation of the estimated mean and standard deviation from each
head. Experimentally we set the value of H up to 8. The final
configuration for the network is shown in Table 1.
The neural network has been trained with data from VoxCeleb 1 [16] and 2 [17] The resulting neural network provides
embeddings of dimension 512. These embeddings will be later
centered, dimensionsionally reduced by means of LDA up to
200 as whitening and length-normalized [18].
2.4. Clustering

The Identity Assignment (IA) block in ViVoLAB submission
follows the schematic of a speaker verification task based on
the standard embedding-PLDA paradigm. Hence, as preparation each one of the enrollment recordings is converted into
its corresponding embedding as well as the obtained segments
from diarization. For the speaker verification evaluation, enrollment models are built according to the corresponding given
audios while test models represent the clusters obtained during
diarization. Each test model is made in terms of all segments
assigned to the cluster. For simplicity reasons we make use of
the same embedding extractor and PLDA trained for diarization
purposes.
The obtained scores are then normalized by means of adaptive S-normalization
s − µt
s − µe
s0 =
+
(3)
σt
σe

The obtained embeddings are modeled in a generative manner
according to [19], where a tree-based PLDA clustering is proposed. This solution proposes a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)
estimation of the speaker labels Θ given the set of embeddings

where the score s is transformed into the score s0 in terms of
the the means µt and µe and standard deviations σt and σe .
While µt and σt are computed on the scores of the cohort versus the test segments, µe and σe are computed on the scores of
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Table 2: Results of the ViVoLAB system for the two subtasks,
diarization and identity assignment. Results obtained for two
subsets, development and test.
Metric

Table 3: Decomposition of DER into its three terms, Miss, False
Alarm (F.A.) and Speaker (SPK). Analysis performed for both
development and test subsets.

Results (%)
Dev.
Test

Subset

Diarization
DER

16.96

15.24

47.90
128.11

72.63
505.82

Development
Test

Identity Assignment
AER
ASE

MISS
3.61
3.65

Errors(%)
F.A.
SPK
2.74
1.97

10.61
9.62

Table 4: Decomposition of AER in False Alarm (F.A.), Miss
(MISS) and Speaker (SPK) errors for development and test subsets

the enrollment segments versus the cohort. The chosen normalization cohort in our experiments consisted of the MGB 2015
dataset. The score normalization was adaptive. For each segment, we select cohorts similar to the test segment to compute
the normalization values. For each trial, we selected 25% of the
total segments in the cohort. The selection is based on the own
PLDA scores.
The final labels are built according to a threshold adjusted
during calibration. This adjustment was obtained experimentally with the development set. Furthermore, as a design choice
we do not exclude the possibility of multiple clusters assigned
to the same enrollment. This decision was made in order to
allow the correction of diarization errors.

Subset

Errors(%)
MISS F.A. SPK

DEV
TEST

14.0
5.2

29.6
57.0

4.3
14.5

The results in Table 3 evidence a reasonable good performance of the VAD block, being the posterior blocks responsible
for most of the diarization error. This VAD performance is specially relevant when bearing in mind that its labels work as anchors for posterior stages and its errors cannot be compensated
afterwards. Moreover we also want to highlight the robustness
of this VAD block, working similarly with both subsets thanks
to its generalization capabilities.
Apart from the traditional diarization subtask, the interest
for identity assignment as well as its poor results encourages to
take a deeper look into the new subtask. Our first analysis is a
decomposition of AER into its three composite terms:

4. Results
Due to the fact that 2020 evaluation considers two different
tasks, we need metrics for both of them. Regarding diarization,
the evaluation takes into account the commonly used Diarization Error Rate (DER) , which determines the ratio of mislabeled audio to the total audio to analyze. With respect to identity assignment two metrics were proposed: On the one hand
we have Assignment Error Rate (AER), similar to DER, although only matching clusters from hypothesis and reference
when sharing the same speaker label. On the other hand we
have Average Speaker Error (ASE), an average of the ratio of
error per speaker along the subset of interest. Once introduced
the three metrics, the results for ViVoLAB system are shown in
Table 2.
The results given in Table 2 evidence multiple trends. First,
diarization results offer a good performance, not suffering from
great mismatches between development and test. This is very
important when involved shows within both subsets may not
match. Besides, these results follow the trend from previous
evaluations [9], specially considering the addition of more complex audio. With respect to Identity Assignment results, we observe a high degradation compared to DER results in both types
of metric (AER and ASE). In fact, this degradation is much
more severe in the second metric (ASE). Moreover, this degradation does not affect development and test in a similar way but
specially harms evaluation scores.
The first analysis of interest studies the decomposition of
DER into its three decoupled terms: miss (speech not considered to contain human voice), false alarm (audio mistakenly
labeled to contain speech) and speaker (speech misclassified
among the speakers). While the first two are related to the VAD
stage, the latest one is only influenced by the SCPD as well as
clustering. The results for this analysis are illustrated in Table 3:

• EMISS , or miss error, determines how much speech is
lost.
• EFA , also known as false alarm error, illustrates how
much non-desired audio is considered as speech.
• ESPK , named as speaker error, indicates how much
speech is mistakenly assigned among the speakers.
This analysis is carried out for both development and test subsets. The obtained results are included in Table 4.
According to those results shown given in Table 4 we can
conclude that the main cause of error is the False Alarm term.
In fact, this error implies at least a relative 60% of the whole error in both subsets. Consequently too much undesired audio is
considered as coming from the target speakers. This error also
explains the high values for ASE, highly affecting speakers of
interest with limited speech contributions. Besides, the differences in this error term between development and test subsets
are responsible for the great difference in performance between
both subsets.
Nevertheless, we still must take into account the way
ViVoLAB system faced the IA task, i.e. by means of a speaker
verification evaluation. In this evaluation enrollment models are
created according to the given audios while test models are built
according to diarization labels. Our next analysis studies DET
curves for both development and test subsets. These curves
are illustrated in Fig. 1, also including the EER (Equal Error
Rate) value. Please notice that this analysis omits the amount
of speech contained in each cluster, treating them evenly for
scoring purposes.
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those present in the enrollment data. In addition to this factor
IA must also fit a threshold, ideally robust against any of these
mismatches.

DEV vs TEST
DEV EER=9.79%
TEST EER=8.58%

Miss probability (in %)

80

5. Conclusions

40

Along the previous lines we have seen the performance of
ViVoLAB system in two different tasks, diarization and identity
assignment. While its performance in diarization seems promising with good results, we notice a great degradation when evaluating IA.
Diarization results follow the trend of performance from
previous evaluations despite the higher complexity of 2020 data.
Moreover, unsupervised adaptation techniques help minimizing
the mismatch between development and test subsets, offering
similar results.
By contrast, IA results suffer from a significant degradation. According to the carried out analysis we see that the main
source of degradation is the large amount of false alarm errors,
i.e. undesired speakers considered as part of the target ones.
This type of degradation specially influences ASE metric. In
addition to this factor, the speaker verification treatment of the
I problem suffers from mismatch in score histograms between
enrollment and test, causing a calibration issue. This can be
partially caused by the quality of clusters, given by diarization,
as well as acoustic domain mismatches of data, both enrollment
and test. Regardless of the cause, its solution is capital for the
robustness of this type of systems and its addition to real world
applications.
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Figure 1: DET curves for development (blue) and test (red) subsets, also indicating the EER.

According to the curves shown in Fig. 1 we see high degradation values for both subsets. Moreover, along the whole
curves the test subset is always outperforming its development
counterpart regardless of the operation point. These results
seem to disagree with the previously obtained results.
Our final study consists of analyzing the score distribution
per subset, development and test, as well as type of trial, target
and non-target. This analysis is carried out considering score
histograms. In Fig. 2 we reproduce our analysis, illustrating in
thick and dashed lines the scores for non-target and target trials
respectively. In the same figure we have included the scores for
both development (blue line) and test (red line) subsets.
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